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THE CLUB...

With our inaugural issue's release , dated : 22 feb,2017 and subsequent issues already in the works. We
are pleased with the responses since the first day. Along with the curated briefings of our first issue, we
hope to give inside access to readers about what we have been researching, designing, building and
thinking. The format will allow us to approach concepts that do not necessarily fit within the structure
of your blog or case studies. This will include a behind the scenes look at what we have been building to
inspire new ideas and provide benefit to ourselves.
Our goal with this newsletter is to create something that is candid, genuine and beneficial to our
readers. We chose a monthly schedule to ensure that our correspondence is never overwhelming and
that the content delivered is relevant.
As with most things that we do, we also view the creation of our own newsletter as a great opportunity
to experiment. It will also be exciting to evaluate how our readers are engaging with our content as we
go along. Thus, we will welcome any feedback. It is through this ongoing experiment that we look to
gain more knowledge, insight and ideas that we will pass along to our current and future editorial team.

!!Hoping our newsletter will be a welcome edition to your inbox!!

Club Activity
A very enlightening quiz was
organized by the Jaipuria Institute of
management, Indore. It was facilitated
by our program incharge Dr Geeta
Sharma. Active efforts for volunteering
and organizing were contributed by
students from mba(ms) 2 years. The
duration of quiz was 1hr and it
constituted of aptitude and general
awareness test. Cash prize was
distributed amongst the winners.

Events at a glance
SYNERGY 2018

Every year in the month of February, IIPS conducts it's Annual Sports Meet i.e.
SYNERGY, a 3 day mega event of the college. The event was Inaugurated by Dr.
Narendra Dhakad, Dean-DAVV. There were a range of sporting activites, enjoyed by all
the students and supervising faculties. Outdoor sports
like cricket and volleyball had interdepartmental teams
which were to compete at each level until the finals.
The winning team was awarded a prestigious rolling
trophy. Individual championships (male and female)
like badminton, table tennis and chess also took place.
The students of mba ms 2 yrs actively participated in all
the sports and were also a part of the organising
Committee. This exercise helped them in building team spirit and confidence. It was a
good opportunity to sharpen managerial skills and sportsmanship altogether.

SYNERGY ACHIEVEMENT
Our student SNEHA KUMBHARE Begged
1st runner up position in badminton
championship, held during SYNERGY.
Demonstrating her outstanding ability in
the game, she gave a tough competition
to the winner.
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Achiever's experience
ANUBHA RATHORE @BAJAJ FINSERVE #7.0 LPA

If you have good communication skills and knowledge, there is
nothing much left to prepare specifically for placements. Your
sincerity and result is what they are concerned about. Bajaj
was my only target and I achieved it. I advice you guys to have
a good command over your comunication skills, be clear about
the theoretical concepts that you learn in MBA it will aid you
in GD and try maintaining consistent grades in your field.
Realize your caliber and work on it.Try to be updated about the
current affairs as it will help in GD as well as interview.Be
yourself, justify whatever you have written in CV by giving
appropriate instances to support it. Just try being confident
and for that you need to be honest and authentic. At the end
of the day it is your skill set and capabilities that help you to
find the suitable job profile.
By Kanishka Namdeo
MBA MS 2nd Sem

Noopur Choukade @Spectrum Consultants #4.0 LPA
I have always dreamt about having a career in HR
andspectrum consultants provided me a platform to live
up to my dreams. Just sharpen your communication
skills, be confident and focus on a particular field rather
than going for random profiles. For early birds,I would
like to suggest that doing right kind of internship is a
pre-requisite for getting the right kind of job.Try for some
paid internship where you will actually learn something
instead of just getting a certificate, Mine too was a paid
one. It totally depends on your area of interest. As a
fresher it doesn’t matter if you work with a big brand or a startup, earning
valuable experience should be the main concern. Try to keep things honest in
the interview as the interviewer is way more smarter than you. My confidence,
positive attitude and communication skills is what helped me to achieve the
desired position in my dream company.
By Aayushe Verma
MBA MS 2nd Sem

(MBA MS 2nd se
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Yunus Mun @Delloitte #6.o LPA
Deloitte was my dream company. I always dreamt to be a
Deloitted. True hardwork and devotion was required by me to
be a deloitted. I was continuously in touch with one of my
seniors Ronak Sir who guided me throughout the whole
placement process and also about how to prepare for deloitte.
I felt that the toughest test in deloitte recruitment process is
'The Versant Test' and proper preparation is required for the
same. I had done my preparation through voice recognition
function on my phone. The written test was comparatively
easy. The deloitte placement process consists of three
interviews after the above mentioned tests. First interview is
the basic HR interview, the second interview is the technical

one and the last is the senior manager round. the placement process of deloitte is
quite challenging.Some external factors affects the versant test like noice and sound of
the surrounding etc.In interview the interviewer asks about the area of interest and also
asks to rate your finance skills out of 10. My seniors, friends, faculty kept me motivated
throughout the placement in deloitte.
By Naina Jain
MBA MS 2nd Sem.

Karishma Dangi @HDFC Bank #4.23 LPA
I did not prepared for a specific company. Since we have a very
tough competition, my strategy was to target a few as and when
the selection process begins and than prepare accordingly.
Being a fresher, campus placement was my priority and not the
company. Do prepare for your written test because I think they
are the toughest part of the recruiting process. Also try to be
confident throughout the process. Be thorough with your cv and
try to learn basic theory from your course. I have learned a lot
during the filtration process especially in group discussions. I
just want to suggest that, You should start preparing from now
on. Design a genuine cv which you are confident about. Try to
connect everything with your skills, behavior and interests.
Highlight your plus points like skills and internship. There were
multiple motivation factors like family, money and
independence which kept me going till the finish line.
By Asmita Katare
MBA MS 2nd Sem.
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Achiever's experience
Surbhi Vachhani @Deloitte #6.0 LPA

"Almost a year of determination and hard work paid off as I was
finally deloitted. My flawless communication skills was the key
ingredient of my success recipe." - says miss Surbhi. Deloitte was
my aim as i was already Qualified for KM certification. Being
deloitted requires exceptional communication skills ; fluency in
language ;good pronunciation and a potent Vocabulary. The
taxation profile requires ample technical knowledge. The process
was both exciting and scary. Just keep your anxiety in check and
gear up your skills and confidence. For your cv, you should be
able to explain everything written in there, also do try to have a
few managerial and organizing certificates. Just be confident and
work hard. And voila! You are all prepped up to be a deloittee.
By Bhavita Suhanda
MBA MS 2nd Sem.

Siddharth Jain @ICICI Securities #4.0 LPA
ICICI securities was not my dream company, I went there to
back out but at the time of pre-placement talk they described
the profile and it was related to stock market (equity advisor) .
As I am an active investor in stock market, So i decided to sit in
the placement process. The first step was a written test which
was related to stock market and derivatives market, all the
rounds were elimination rounds. After clearing the written test
they took my interview and in my whole process i went with the
flow. As i have completed a certification course of stock market
it helped me out in the interview. For this profile you should
have enough knowledge of stock marketlike: how trading is
done, What is derivatives market, etc.

By Pragati Malvi
MBA MS 2nd Sem.

Creative Corner
thinking out loud

This Introvert is wonderful in
expressing emotions in Urdu...
A 'Nazm' by
Abhay Dubey

Expression

The aesthetic pleasure of illuminated colors and forms is
obvious in my paintings. Beauty is something people
respond to, is uplifting and hopeful…the desire for it is
universal.
Sapna Hingorani
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Creative Corner
corporate bytes
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We all want the dream job, an independent life and of course Money to
fulfill our desires but after entering in to the desired/fascinating
corporate world you are going to face some changes which ones are not
easily acceptable for a college student, let me show you the other side :
Deadlines : In college life we take time deadlines for granted like
Getting late to attend the class, Long Lunch breaks, Late
assignment submissions, Bunking the lectures, No Home work
completions but once transforming yourself into an employee you
would have to report to your office on time which means exact on
time (no late comings ,No Excuses),
Limited duration for break – you may have to rush to reach to your desk even if you are not done
with your lunch properly because your employer do not want client to wait, you may have to stay at
your desk for hours even after the end of the day(Working Hours) because you have to make
changes in your work file that has some quality issues and which is urgent than anything which can
affect your personal life,
Work Delivery deadlines are the worst- You would not care about anything including yourself, your
health but deadline.
Leaves: It is very easy for us to bunk the class or not to go to college because of our mood or silly
excuse but once you are an employee, even something very very important that needs your
presence has to be ignored because you have to reach to your work place on time. Even Just A
week day off will not be less than a “Vardan from Lord Bramha”, believe me its true. Now don’t ask
me to compare the happiness of long weekends not even with lord Bramha.
Qualifiers: What are the passing marks in college ? at least 33%, Right ? Our families bribe us with
very expensive gadgets, bikes, favorite brands, just to get passed with 60%, 70% or 80% rarely 90%
but when you work for the whole year at work then comes the appraisal banding (Like results in
college) you know what are the qualifiers for the quality of work that you have served to the
company to get an Average band? try a guess first……… oops it is at least 95% (It ranges 90-98%) and
if you do not achieve it your salary hike will get affected and it will create a perfect bad impact on
your living, Where you were getting expensive gifts from your family to just to pass in college here
you would force yourselves to cut short your basic and important Expenses and again run for 95%.
So here I request you, I am seriously requesting to all, please please live your college life as fullest as
possible, because you are going to miss it definitely. Go out with friends, Make relations, Do parties, do
anything that you can do to make some of these left days of your post graduation Memorable, Worthy,
overall happy but in legal manner, Okay? without forgetting the sole objective of your study to LEARN
and to grab the KNOWLEDGE because without basic knowledge we are sometimes helpless at work.
And Main one, Please Never disrespect your teachers !!
Overall Conclusion - “ENJOY AT FULLEST BUT WITH SOLID LEARNING”.
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